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ImagingImaging

What is an image?What is an image?
imim··ageage (ĭm’ ĭj) n.n.
–– ““An optically formed An optically formed 

duplicate or other duplicate or other 
representative representative 
reproduction of an reproduction of an 
object, especially an object, especially an 
optical reproduction of optical reproduction of 
an object formed by a an object formed by a 
lens or mirror.lens or mirror.””



Digital imageDigital image
Nowadays most Nowadays most 
likely to be likely to be 
represented by a 2represented by a 2--D D 
array of sample array of sample 
points (pixels) with points (pixels) with 
orthogonal axes.orthogonal axes.
Images are often Images are often 
stored in a stored in a 
compressed form. compressed form. 
When used for When used for ‘‘realreal’’
data this data this 
compression compression 
process must be process must be 
lossless. lossless. 



The EM spectrumThe EM spectrum

Synchrotron Radiation

Images made with SR light are usually made with photons.

(In some cases electron images are made.)



SR light for imagingSR light for imaging

TerahertzTerahertz
–– 0.1 0.1 –– 1 x 101 x 101212 hertz frequencyhertz frequency
–– 1 mm 1 mm –– 15 microns wavelength15 microns wavelength
–– 0.001 0.001 eVeV –– 0.08 0.08 eVeV

InfraInfra--redred
–– 0.5 0.5 –– 1 x 101 x 101414 hertz frequencyhertz frequency
–– 10 10 –– 1 microns wavelength (1000 1 microns wavelength (1000 –– 10,000 cm10,000 cm--11))
–– 0.1 0.1 eVeV –– 1.0 1.0 eVeV



SR light for imagingSR light for imaging
OpticalOptical
–– Small range: 0.7 Small range: 0.7 –– 0.4 microns0.4 microns
–– 4x104x101414 –– 7x107x101414 HertzHertz
–– 1.8 1.8 eVeV –– 3.1 3.1 eVeV

Ultra violetUltra violet
–– 0.4 0.4 –– 0.05 microns (400 0.05 microns (400 –– 50 nm)50 nm)
–– 7x107x101414 –– 6x106x101515 HertzHertz
–– 3 3 eVeV –– 25 25 eVeV



SR light for imagingSR light for imaging
Soft xSoft x--raysrays
–– 50 50 –– 0.4 nm0.4 nm
–– 6x106x101515 –– 7x107x101717 HertzHertz
–– 25 25 eVeV –– 3000 3000 eVeV

Hard xHard x--raysrays
–– 0.4 nm 0.4 nm –– 0.01 nm0.01 nm
–– 7x107x101717 –– 3x103x101919 HertzHertz
–– 3,000 3,000 –– 124,000 124,000 eVeV



Where does the synchrotron Where does the synchrotron 
score?score?

It is a versatile and very bright source of light

Its characteristics are important for high fidelity 
imaging:

•Flux

•Spectral range and purity

•Stability

•Time structure

•Polarisation



Diffraction or Scattering, and Diffraction or Scattering, and 
ImagingImaging

Detector

Sample

A ‘diffraction experiment’

An ‘imaging 
experiment’



The imaging sciences (The imaging sciences (--ographiesographies and and 
––oscopiesoscopies))

CrystallographyCrystallography
–– Images in Images in 

crystallography crystallography 
contain inverse contain inverse 
spatial data.spatial data.



How xHow x--rays interact with rays interact with 
electrons in matterelectrons in matter

Bound electrons

Free electrons

e-

e-

X-ray γ

An atom

X-ray γ

X-ray γ

X-ray γ



Rayleigh (coherent) scatteringRayleigh (coherent) scattering

Bound electrons

E0

E0

E0

E0

No change in energy (wavelength, frequency)



Compton (incoherent) scatteringCompton (incoherent) scattering
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Photoelectric absorptionPhotoelectric absorption
K shell 
fluorescence

X-ray in 
energy E

X-ray in 
energy E

Photoelectron  
out energy E-Eo

L shell 
fluorescence

Auger electron 
emission



Scatter processes in biological Scatter processes in biological 
tissuetissue
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The imaging sciences (The imaging sciences (--ographiesographies
and and ––oscopiesoscopies))

TopographyTopography
–– Maps the intensity of a Maps the intensity of a 

diffracted beam across diffracted beam across 
the surface of a the surface of a 
crystal.crystal.

–– Used to image strain Used to image strain 
and imperfections.and imperfections.



The imaging sciences (The imaging sciences (--ographiesographies
and and ––oscopiesoscopies))

RadiographyRadiography
–– The most straightforward xThe most straightforward x--ray imaging ray imaging 

techniquetechnique
–– Images are Images are ‘‘shadowsshadows’’ containing information containing information 

about the absorption of the xabout the absorption of the x--radiation by the radiation by the 
object.object.



SR Radiography Using the SRSSR Radiography Using the SRS

Front slits Rear slits

Synchrotron

Sample

Detector



Comparative XComparative X--Ray BrillianceRay Brilliance
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Intermission



Computed tomographyComputed tomography

U. Bonse, F. Busch, O. Gunnewig, F. Beckman, G. Delling, M. Hahn & A. Kvick

Voxel = 4.6µm



Projection and the Radon transformProjection and the Radon transform
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Fourier slice theoremFourier slice theorem

∫ ∫ −−= dxdysyxyxfSg ))cos()sin((),(),( θθδθ

If we take the FT and simplify

dxdyeyxfG syxi )cossin(),(),( −−−∫ ∫= θθωωθ

This is the equation of a 1D FT  of f(x,y) evaluated along a 
line at angle θ to the origin.



Fill the Fourier space from the Fill the Fourier space from the 
project project FTsFTs

θ
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),( ωθG
If we take 
many 
projections 
and FT them 
we can 
partially fill 
Fourier space 
of the function 
f(x,y)



Filtered back projectionFiltered back projection
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To regain f(x,y) from the Fourier space fill. 
Remember in general the inverse FT is:
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FBP in practiceFBP in practice



Computed tomographyComputed tomography

Modern multi-slice CT scanners give superb 
anatomical detail in 3-D images 



Computed tomographyComputed tomography



Lung development study with SR Lung development study with SR 
CTCT

Wallabies lungs were imaged using SR CT Wallabies lungs were imaged using SR CT 
at Spring 8.at Spring 8.



An xAn x--ray interferometerray interferometer



Wallaby lungs in CTWallaby lungs in CT



How many people does it take to How many people does it take to 
make a CT of a wallaby?make a CT of a wallaby?



Fluorescence TomographyFluorescence Tomography
Incident Beam

Energy 19.5 keV 

Horizontal size 6 µm 

Vertical size 1.6 µm 

Flux 1.1x1010 photons/s.

W. Schroder et al
work done at ESRF



FluoresenceFluoresence TomographyTomography
Cl Kα

Fe Kα Rb Kα

K Kα

W. Schroder et al
work done at ESRF

Phase contrast

200µm



VetinaryVetinary imagingimaging

Prof. Gregg Adams, University of Saskatchewan, Reproductive Science and Medicine Group.

Proposal for a BioMedical Imaging Beamline on the 
Canadian Light Source (BMIT).



The imaging sciences (The imaging sciences (--ographiesographies
and and ––oscopiesoscopies))

Coherent scatter imagingCoherent scatter imaging
–– A map of the object from a particular scatter A map of the object from a particular scatter 

phase space forms the image.phase space forms the image.



Scatter fraction in different Scatter fraction in different 
materialsmaterials



CSCT at Philips in HamburgCSCT at Philips in Hamburg

J-P. Schlomka, Philips Research, Hamburg. 



CSCTCSCT
0.3mm slits 

115 × 32 pixels

3 × 1.5 mm pitch

72 projections

1 sec / projection @ 
150kV, 30 mA
(2mm Al + 1mm Cu)

J-P. Schlomka, Philips Research, Hamburg. 



The imaging sciences (The imaging sciences (--ographiesographies
and and ––oscopiesoscopies))

Microscopy (IR)Microscopy (IR)
–– IR microscopy with SR makes use of the IR microscopy with SR makes use of the 

qualities of the SR source with highly qualities of the SR source with highly 
developed lab based instruments.developed lab based instruments.



Normal epithelium 
Malignant tissue
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Mark Tobin, Australian Synchrotron



FTIR Microspectroscopy of Malignant Tumour

Epithelium

Tumour

Bright points show
malignant IR 

profile

Bright points show
malignant IR profile

Bright points show
non-malignant

IR profile

1155 / 1170 cm-1 1170 / 1155cm-1 970cm-1



The imaging sciences (The imaging sciences (--ographiesographies
and and ––oscopiesoscopies))

Microscopy (Microscopy (metavisiblemetavisible))
–– The rapid repetition of the SR source flux is The rapid repetition of the SR source flux is 

exploited in Fluorescence imaging.exploited in Fluorescence imaging.



Optical microscopyOptical microscopy

Two techniques used: Fluorescence Resonant Energy Transfer 
(FRET) and Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM)



Optical Microscopy Optical Microscopy -- FRETFRET

•On excitation, a donor fluorophore emits 
fluorescence photons with a characteristic 
lifetime. 
•The close proximity (5 to 10 nm) of a 
second fluorophore (acceptor) with an 
absorption band which overlaps with the 
emission band of the donor leads to its 
excitation at a rate which is inversely 
proportional to the sixth power of the 
distance between them. 
•The donor fluorescence and its lifetime 
are dependent on donor-acceptor distance. 
Measurement of the donor fluorescence 
lifetime, gives FRET data free of artifacts 
which may arise from measuring intensity.



WidefieldWidefield timetime--domain FLIMdomain FLIM
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τteI −=• Picosecond pulses from synchrotron
• Picosecond image intensifier gating

t2

t1

SR photon source



FLIM of tissue constituentsFLIM of tissue constituents
Collagen

Elastin
Aorta

Elastin Aorta

Time-gated intensity
image at t = 0

Change in environment ⇒ change in lifetime

1530 ps

980 ps

FLIM map (stretched 
exponential fit) τ

Courtesy Steven Webb, Daresbury Laboratory, s.e.d.webb@dl.ac.uk



FLIM FLIM -- ApplicationsApplications

500 ps

1700 ps

Medicine: FLIM of tendon
using auto fluorescence of collagen.

Biology: cells expressing EGFP



The imaging sciences (The imaging sciences (--ographiesographies
and and ––oscopiesoscopies))

XX--ray microscopyray microscopy
–– At At ‘‘softsoft’’ xx--ray wavelengths ray wavelengths fresnelfresnel optics can be used.optics can be used.
–– Harder xHarder x--ray lenses can be made using refraction.ray lenses can be made using refraction.

Why use an XWhy use an X--ray microscope? ray microscope? 
–– Specimen is fully hydrated in solutionSpecimen is fully hydrated in solution
–– Specimen has  high contrast without stainingSpecimen has  high contrast without staining
–– Resolution is (30 nm), greater than in light Resolution is (30 nm), greater than in light 

microscopy microscopy 
–– Specimen imaged at atmospheric pressureSpecimen imaged at atmospheric pressure
–– Specimen can be several microns thick (up to 10 Specimen can be several microns thick (up to 10 µµm)m)



XX--ray Lensesray Lenses

Zone platesZone plates
–– nm tolerances. Restricted to Soft xnm tolerances. Restricted to Soft x--raysrays

Capillary lensesCapillary lenses
––Manufacture difficult. Long focal lengthManufacture difficult. Long focal length

Refractive lenses (CRL)Refractive lenses (CRL)
––Refractive index ~1Refractive index ~1--1010--66



Zone platesZone plates

Courtesy KTH, Stockholm, Sweden



XX--Ray MicroscopyRay Microscopy

Beam from SRBeam from SR

PinholePinhole Fresnel zone plate Fresnel zone plate 
~50~50µµm diameterm diameter

Sample on Sample on 
scanning stagescanning stage

DetectorDetector



XX--ray microscope at the ALSray microscope at the ALS

Malaria 
parasite 

inside a red 
blood cell



XX--ray Micro CTray Micro CT



Intermission



Using SR light characteristicsUsing SR light characteristics

CoherenceCoherence
–– The coherence length is less than a micron on The coherence length is less than a micron on 

older sources but at third generation sources older sources but at third generation sources 
gets up to 100gets up to 100’’s of microns.s of microns.

–– This opens up potentials for several This opens up potentials for several 
coherence imaging techniques.coherence imaging techniques.



Refractive Index at XRefractive Index at X--ray ray 
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Phase contrast imagingPhase contrast imaging
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Phase contrast imaging in xPhase contrast imaging in x--raysrays

Two images of a hollow sphere 
consisting of two different 
polymer layers. In image a), 
recorded at a sample-detector 
distance of 19 cm and 
representative of the edge-
detection regime, the borders 
are revealed by white-black 
contrast. 

In image b), recorded at a 
distance of 3 metres and 
representative of the 
holographic regime, many 
interference fringes are 
observed

Courtesy ESRF ID19



Phase contrast imaging techniquesPhase contrast imaging techniques

Interferometry Interferometry –– Phase directlyPhase directly
Analyser based imaging Analyser based imaging –– Gradient of the Gradient of the 
phase (differential phase (differential ∇φ∇φ))
Propagation based imaging Propagation based imaging –– LaplacianLaplacian of of 
the phase (second order differential the phase (second order differential ∇∇22φφ).).

So far:



Analyser Based Imaging (ABI)Analyser Based Imaging (ABI)



Analyser Crystal Rocking Curve Analyser Crystal Rocking Curve 
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Beamline CameraBeamline Camera



Peak of Rocking CurvePeak of Rocking Curve



++veve Side of Rocking CurveSide of Rocking Curve



--veve Side of Rocking CurveSide of Rocking Curve



Diffraction Enhanced Imaging Diffraction Enhanced Imaging 
(DEI)(DEI)
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Mouse Liver PeakMouse Liver Peak

500µm

Energy = 17keV



Mouse Liver RefractionMouse Liver Refraction

500µm

Energy = 17keV



Human FingerHuman Finger

Conventional Peak of Analyser Refraction



Outline Image Fresnel zone
Images

Fraunhofer zone
Images

Propagation Based Phase Propagation Based Phase 
Contrast Imaging (PBI)Contrast Imaging (PBI)



17cm27cm47cm67cm87cm107cm127cm147cm

Propagation Based Imaging Propagation Based Imaging 
(PBI)(PBI)



Why do PBI of the lung?

Absorption Phase contrast



Imaging SetupImaging Setup

BeamlineBeamline 20B2, Spring20B2, Spring--8, Japan.8, Japan.

25 keV beam of highly coherent 25 keV beam of highly coherent 
radiation.radiation.

SPring-8 
Bending Magnet 

Source

Si(111) 
Monochromator

~206 m

Sample
Si(111) 

Analyser Detectors

HUTCH 3

x
y

z

CCD

CCD

23 cm 92 cm

15 cm

θB

Courtesy Dr. Marcus Kitchen, Monash University



Laue analyser crystalLaue analyser crystal

100 100 µµm thick m thick 
Si(1,Si(1,--1,0) 1,0) 

surfacesurface--cut cut 
designed for 25 designed for 25 

keV XkeV X--ray ray 
beam.beam.



Diffracted Image Diffracted Image -- CorrectedCorrected



Transmitted ImageTransmitted Image



Rocking Curves and their RatioRocking Curves and their Ratio
Si(111) RC 25keV
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Refraction Refraction 
Angle Angle 
ImageImage

Apparent Apparent 
AbsorptionAbsorption

ImageImage

Exp=0.3 s, Int=2 s, 20 fps



Coherent XCoherent X--ray Diffractive Imagingray Diffractive Imaging

See for example the work by J. Miao, K. Nugent et al



Detectors for SR ImagingDetectors for SR Imaging

Electronic imaging detectorsElectronic imaging detectors
––Direct conversion Direct conversion –– photons go photons go 

straight to electrons.straight to electrons.
–– Indirect conversion Indirect conversion –– photons photons 

converted to other photons before converted to other photons before 
converting to electrons.converting to electrons.



Detectors for SR ImagingDetectors for SR Imaging

Analogue detectorsAnalogue detectors
––FilmsFilms
––FilmFilm--screen systemsscreen systems
––Nuclear emulsionsNuclear emulsions



CCDsCCDs

Although sizes > 50mm are available, the read speed is slow to 
preserve low noise and cte ( line capacitance becomes very high)

Shutter required

62mm



Phosphor coupled with reducing optics to CCD
Phosphor gain >> 1

Optics Gain << 1

CCD  detectorsCCD  detectors

Phosphor coupled 1:1 to CCD
Phosphor gain >> 1

Optics Gain < 1

Direct detection
Gain ~ 2000e- / 8keV x-ray



CMOS ImagersCMOS Imagers
Based on standard manufacturing Based on standard manufacturing 
technologytechnology
–– Electronics integrated onto same chip as image Electronics integrated onto same chip as image 

sensorsensor
–– GdGd22OO22S S -- Kodak Kodak LanexLanex®® FineFine

RadRad Eye 1 from Eye 1 from RadiconRadicon
–– 1024x512 48 micron pixels1024x512 48 micron pixels
–– 24.6 x 49.2 mm24.6 x 49.2 mm22 active areaactive area
–– MTF good to 10 MTF good to 10 lplp/mm/mm
–– TileableTileable on 3 sideson 3 sides
–– Dark current ~4000eDark current ~4000e--/s = 10 x CCD room temp/s = 10 x CCD room temp
–– 10000:1 dynamic range10000:1 dynamic range
–– 4.5 frames/s4.5 frames/s

CheapCheap



CMOS ImagersCMOS Imagers

10 cm by 10 cm, 50 micron pixels



Detector CategoriesDetector Categories

Input flux
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t s
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Photon Counting
Detects every photon as it arrives
þQuantum limited
þNo dead time between frames
þMeasures position and energy
ýLimited input flux capability
Proportional counters, Scintillation counters

IntegratingIntegrating
Measures deposited energy Measures deposited energy at end of integration at end of integration 
periodperiod
þþHigh input flux capability High input flux capability 
ýýRead noise dominates at low signal (Read noise dominates at low signal (““fog levelfog level””))
ýýDead time between framesDead time between frames
ýý22××15 keV photons = 115 keV photons = 1××30keV photon30keV photon
Almost all medical imaging detectorsAlmost all medical imaging detectors Input flux
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Integrating versus CountingIntegrating versus Counting

Mo/Mo 23kVp 7mAs 

Mo/Mo 23kVp 2mAs 

Integrating

Bottom image 0-10 phts/pix

Mo/Mo 23kVp 0.01mAs 

Mo/Mo 23kVp 0.002mAs 

Counting

Courtesy XCounter AB, Sweden



The EndThe End

'Why,' said the Dodo, 'the best way to 'Why,' said the Dodo, 'the best way to 
explain it is to do it.' explain it is to do it.' 
Lewis CarrollLewis Carroll


